
 



 

 
 َربَّنَا آِتنَا فِي الدُّْنيَا َحَسنَةً َوفِي اآلِخَرةِ َحَسنَةً َوقِنَا َعذَاَب النَّارِ 

 

O our Rabb, grant us good in this world and good in 

the hereafter and save us from the punishment of the 

fire (of Jahannam) 

The word Rab-banaa is a great word. Hadrat Shah Hakeem Muhammad Akhtar Saheb explains 

that little children call unto their fathers for any problems by calling them Abba. However, 

many of us have lost our Abba (father). For such people, they have someone that is more than a 

father and that is their Rabba. When a child is bullied by other children in school then he 

immediately calls his Abba (father). If the other child’s father also turns up and he is physically 

stronger, then the Abba of the bullied child may also disappear, but our Rabba will never ever 

disappear as He is not afraid of anyone, nor will He get weak or retire. 

When we take the name of our Rabb then reflect on the meaning of Rabb (i.e. that being who 

has brought us from non-existence into existence). 

In the first portion of the Dua we supplicate for goodness in this world. There are seven commentaries of 

“goodness in this world” which are as follows, 

1. “O Allah! Grant me a pious wife.” 

2. “O Allah! Grant me pious children.” 

3. “O Allah! Grant me Halaal sustenance.” 

4. “O Allah! Grant me knowledge of Deen.” 

5. “O Allah! Grant me understanding of Deen.” 

6. “O Allah! Grant me the company of the pious.” 

7. “O Allah! Grant me the praises of the people.” 

The Tafseer of good in the hereafter is as follows, 

“O Allah! Forgive us abundantly, without any measure.” 

“O Allah! Grant us Jannat.”  

This is a very concise Dua with many requests, thus it should be recited abundantly. 

N.B. For further information on various Dua’s refer to the Kitaab titled “Masnoon Duas” which is 

available from Khanqah Akhtari library. 
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Kitaabut Ta’aam – Miscellaneous Advices 

Regarding the Food we Consume 

On one occasion Hadhrat Moulana Shah Masihullah Saheb  said 

in a majlis that people complain that we always speak about 

namaaz, roza, etc. So let us speak about food today. Food is a 

subject which people love and enjoy as well. Then Hadhrat read the 

aayat:  

يَُّها يَا
َ
يَِّباِت  ِمنَ  ُُكُوا الرُُّسُل  أ ِ  وَاْعَملُوا الطَّ   ًحاـَصال

O Messengers eat of pure and wholesome food and do righteous deeds. 
 

Hadhrat explained that the Rasuls and Nabis have to be cautious 

about the food they eat; it must be Halaal, over and above that, 

there must be no doubt in it being halaal, it must also be healthy, 

nutritious and wholesome. So how much more must we not be 

cautious with regard to the food we eat! 

On one occasion our host in Nampula explained that they lived on 

the main land of Africa and travelled to Madrasah and school to the 

island across the sea; there were mostly sail boats and a few motor 

boats; they could not afford the motor boats; but when there was 

no wind they had to wait. He says on many occasions they saw an 

old, pious local black man walking gracefully from the jungles and 

boarding the boat. No sooner that he steps on the boat and the 

winds start blowing, they sail across! He also said that many times 

they saw the train use to stop suddenly in the middle of nowhere, 

no signal to stop it, nor any other apparent cause! The Portuguese 

were ruling Mozambique at that time, and they provided good 

services, but the train just stood there. Then they would see the 

same buzurg coming out of the jungles and boarding the train. No 
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sooner did he board, the train would start moving. He narrated 

another incident as well. He said when he was five or six years old 

he had contracted polio. He had to be carried to the toilet as well! 

This buzurg was a good friend of his father. His mother took him to 

this buzurg for duas. He said that today i am now 55 years old. From 

that day up to this day, I haven’t used any no medication, nor have I 

undergone any operation, absolutely nothing, just the duas of that 

buzurg and see I am fit and walking properly! But then he added, 

this buzurg was very particular of the food that he ate! The place 

where he resided was not even a village, it was a jungle! There was 

no question of MacDonald’s, KFC, etc., but whatever food was 

served he would establish as to from where it came, who sent it, 

etc! The result of being cautious in his food was that he was blessed 

with great karaamats.  

Today when the khatam of Quraan Sharif is made in Taraweeh in 

Ramadaan, what beautiful, heart rendering duas are not made in 

the Harams, millions of people saying Aameen on the duas from 

the bottom of their hearts. Throughout the world khatams are 

made, duas are made, aameens are being said, but the condition of 

the Ummat is just where it is, our sufferings carry on unabated! Our 

problems are not coming to an end! We should very consciously 

check what food we are eating! A recent report in the Arab News of 

Saudi Arabia (Shawwal 1433 - October 2012) states that 95 percent 

of the food labelled ‘halaal’ in the UAE and Saudi Arabia is actually 

haraam! This report is not from orthodox or conservative Ulama; 

but, rather by modernists, liberals!  

When Hajjaaj bin Yusuf became the ruler, the first thing he did was 

that he had given Dawat (invited) a group of 40 very pious people; 

who, whenever a tyrant ruler was placed over them, made dua and 
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Allah  removed that ruler from them! Hajjaaj bin Yusuf fed them 

haraam food and said now their dua will have no effect on me! In 

the hadith we are informed that a person is distressed in a journey, 

on safr duas are more readily accepted, he stretches his hands out 

in distress, crying to Allah  for his duas to be accepted! Nabi  

says where can his duas be accepted?  His food is haraam, his 

clothing is haram!  

Food, language, education and dressing have a great and direct 

effect on our way of thinking, speech, body language and actions! 

‘You are what you eat’ is a famous maxim. From this Aayat it is 

deduced that if our food is correct, we will be blessed with 

righteous deeds.  

We commonly complain about the youth of today; their behaviour,  

dressing, indifference to Deen, disobedience of parents and elders, 

etc.; but did we ever consider what the cause or causes could be, is 

it only the education they are getting, environment they find 

themselves in, peer pressure, etc.; one major cause is the food they 

eat as well. A mother is just too happy to give her child a packet of 

crisp and a can of coca cola or any other fizzy drink for lunch, the 

child also enjoys it very greatly, but there is no nutritional value in 

it, it only fills the stomach, but no vitamins are derived from it!  

Fizzy drinks and especially coca cola (and pepsi cola) are nothing 

but poison for the body! A political activist given coca cola and 

other fizzy drinks to a laboratory for testing in India and this is what 

the analysis was - pure poison for health!  

A very good friend of ours Moulana Muhammad Moolla  who was 

the Imam in Stanger took of his topie and showed me a hole the 

size of a tennis ball at the back of his head when we had visited him. 
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He said that this is all the terrible effects of coca cola as he used to 

drink a lot of coca cola!  

By the way, Moulana was a very jolly person with ready answers. 

Without exaggeration Moulana made imaamat for seventeen years 

without being late for a single namaaz ever, even by a minute, nor 

did he ever miss a single Salaah, whether it be Eid’s day, or any 

other day. The committee then decided that Moulana is also a 

human being who also needs to visit family and friends, etc. 

therefore we should keep another imam to assist him. They 

informed Moulana, “You have given us excellent service for 17 

years, you are also a human being with other needs as well, so we 

have decided to keep a second imaam.” Moulana immediately 

responded, “Alhamdulillah after 17 years you realised I am also a 

human.”  

Anyway, he informed us that he used to drink a lot of coca cola; he 

suffered from acute diabetes. He use to jog, was on the treadmill, 

he was on medication, etc. but to no avail. He had passed away at a 

young age .  

A young mother had to have a leg amputated. Her mother used to 

proudly say that she does not have any tea, only coke for breakfast. 

Another young man, who also drank a lot of coke from the time 

breakfast and through the remainder of the day, became an 

epileptic. His father defended his drinking and didn’t allow anyone 

to stop him.  

The discussion of coke came up whilst a certain Mufti Saheb was 

having meals. He boldly said, “Look i am drinking coke, there is 

nothing wrong with it,” He lost his eyesight! So there is no benefit 

in it; only harm, it is poison through and through for health.  
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In many countries I had enquired as to what the price of petrol was 

and the price of coca cola, in most cases the prices are very close to 

one another! Please consider value wise. We always check things 

whether they are value for money (i.e. the amount of money we are 

paying are we getting that amount of value for it.) So without oil 

the world will come to a grinding halt! No cars will move, no fans 

will work, etc. for such a valuable commodity we pay the same price 

as coca cola, which value wise is not zero but minus. There is 

absolutely no benefit in it; it is in fact poison for the body and 

health. How can the 2 prices ever be the same? If petrol price is 

approximately thirteen Rand then coca cola should not even be 5 

cents. And if the correct value for money price for coca cola is in 

that region than the price of petrol should be hundred Rand or so. 

Oil is taken from us (the most of which is in Muslim lands) and in 

return we are given coca cola. They have not paid us for the petrol, 

all they have done is that they have sold to us useless, poisonous 

and harmful coca cola in return, which have caused us to become 

sick and then they sell us expensive medicines which have to be 

taken lifelong with side effects, causing us to take more medicines 

with more side effects and the vicious cycle carries on! For every 

drop of coke we drink we must know a percentage of it is going to 

Israel to murder and maim innocent Palestinians and to steal their 

land and country from them. We cry crocodile tears, march and 

scream our throats dry at the oppression on the Palestinians on the 

one side and then to sooth the dry throats we drink coke, thereby 

supporting Israel to kill more Palestinians and to steal more land 

from them! In fact the Palestinians themselves are supporting the 

Jews to kill them and rob them of their land by drinking coke and 

living their life styles! What an irony and paradox! Yet so true!  

 ىكتَ ْش مُ ـالْ  اللِ  َل اِ فَ 
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And our complain and cry is to Allah ! 

If only the ulama stop drinking coke we can bring the economy of 

America right down.  

Those Ulama who have given fatwas of coke being haraam, 

substantiate their fatwas with thorough documented investigations 

and research. While those who say that it is permissible do so 

without any real research or investigation.  

To make us understand our stupidity and folly a little anecdote 

(though long): A nephew, who was very rich and shrewd had 7 

uncles who were very poor and simple minded. He wished to rob 

them further of the little which they had. This is exactly the case in 

the world today. The so called first world countries are not rich; 

they are shrewd (not clever or intelligent - there is a great 

difference between being clever and shrewd), what riches do they 

have? All the rich minerals, oil, etc. is in the so called 3rd world 

countries. What grows by them besides potatoes? All the wealth is 

in the so called third world countries, by their shrewdness they rob 

these countries of their wealth and in actual fact give nothing in 

return. Take the trouble of checking out how much of oppression 

and extolling the poor countries is taking place, took place and 

continues unabated. Anyway this rich, shrewd nephew to extol 

more money from his poor uncles told them that I wish to invite you 

for meals. Simple minded and poor they got very excited and said 

please nephew do! It is a long time that we did not have a decent 

meal. You are rich we will get the best by you. In the meantime he 

bought a horse for two hundred rupees and told his wife, “when you 

feed the horse put some coins also in its feed (the horse will eat 

everything).” The uncles came the next day, after meals he brought 

the horse that he had just bought and showed it to his uncles. He 
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then started whipping the horse and it started excreting, coins had 

also come out with the excreta, the uncle’s eyes and mouth were 

wide open! A horse excreting money! They said nephew give this 

horse to us! He said, “How can I?” You can see it is my source of 

income! They said you have got many other sources of income. 

After lengthy deliberations he agreed to sell it to them for a 1000 

rupees. They were just too happy that they have got a bargain! Our 

money will be covered up in a few days and then we will just milk 

the horse! They took the horse and left. He told his wife, “My uncles 

will not come until seven days have passed, they will be back on the 

eight day.” The eldest uncle beat the horse the next day, the 

remaining few coins came out. After that each uncle took the horse 

for a day but they got nothing. The youngest uncle (mu phat) who 

was raw and outspoken hit the horse so much that it died. They 

said, “Our nephew has deceived us, we must go and sought him 

out.”  

He was expecting them, now he bought two white rabbits for 

fifteen rupees which were very identical. He fastened one at home 

and took the other one on his arm on the road that his uncles will be 

coming from. In the meantime he gave his wife a menu to prepare 

food. When he saw his uncles approaching, he shouted, O how nice 

of you to come! Let us go home and have meals again. Hearing the 

word food, they forgot all their anger. This is a great weakness in 

us, somebody must just praise us, give us a present, albeit a bribe, 

we forget everything and get overtaken by these superficial things. 

We are too superficial and lack deep understanding. Anyway, as 

they came near, he told the rabbit that was on his arm to go home 

and tell aunty to cook these things. (which he had already told her 

to cook). When they got home and abaad those very things were 

cooked and ready. After meals they said, “Nephew! you deceived us 
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with regards to the horse.” Never mind! we forgive you, but please 

give us this rabbit. He said, “How can I give you the rabbit?” I am a 

person who stays away from home and have to send messages all 

the time home. (It is my cell phone). They said, “We work in the 

fields and we also need to send messages all the time home.” 

Please give it to us. After much deliberation he said, “I can sell it for 

1000 rupees.” They agreed. He told his wife that tomorrow none of 

my uncles will come but the day there after all will be here. The 

next day, they tried out their new gadget, their cell phone, each 

uncle told the rabbit to go home and tell his wife to cook biryaani, 

akhnie, kari kichri, etc. Off the rabbit went to the jungle. When they 

got home they found their normal simple bumla and rotlo (dry 

prawns and hard bread). They became angry and said, “We sent a 

message that this and this must be cooked.” The ladies asked, 

“With whom did you send a message?” Nobody came here. They 

said with the rabbit! They said, “Are you gone mad, will a rabbit 

bring messages.” They realised that their nephew had deceived 

them again!  

On the following day, he sat out on the same track that he knew his 

uncles will be coming. As they approached he said, “O how 

wonderful my uncles have come again, the king has invited me and 

said you can bring along whom you wish.” Hearing this, an 

invitation by the king, they forgot all their anger again! Off they 

went for their invitation by the king. Here all the utensils were of 

gold and silver, they thought if each one of us puts a golden 

teaspoon into his pocket it will hardly be noticed and our work will 

get done! The nephew noticed them doing this. After meals he said 

to the king, O honourable king! “Do you know of the jadu (black 

magic) of our place, did you hear of the black magic of our place?! 

He said, yes! He asked should I show you something. He said 
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please. He said see I will put seven teaspoons in my pocket and they 

will come out of my uncle’s pockets. When he put the seven 

teaspoons in his pocket and they checked in the uncle’s pockets, 

they found the teaspoons there.  

On returning home he told his wife my uncles will be here 

tomorrow in full rage! So the next day he slaughtered a fowl and 

put all the blood into its intestines and made it like a garland. He 

told his wife, that when his uncles come, she must have the garland 

around her neck, he will pretend to kill her, she must fall down and 

all he will do is cut the garland and all the blood will flow! When 

they came he said, “O how wonderful! My uncles are here again” 

Mrs. wife prepare this and this and this, a long list. His wife said, 

“Your uncles come every day, what must I cook for them every 

day?” I am not cooking; I am sick and tired of them coming every 

day. He said, “What? Being my wife, you speak to me like this, I 

won’t tolerate this, I will kill you.” He took his sword, lifted it on her 

and only cut the garland, the blood filled in the garland spread all 

over. She fell down pretending to be dead. The uncles said, 

“Nephew, how could you do such a thing, how could you kill her for 

such a petty thing?” He said, “I won’t tolerate a woman to speak to 

me like this.” But don’t worry; I will bring her back to life. He passed 

the sword a few times at her throat and said, “The knife that kills, 

brings back to life again.” After doing this a few times she jumped 

back to life. The uncles were astonished at this. They said, “Nephew 

you have deceived us in so many things, please give us this sword.” 

He said impossible! You have seen for yourself that this woman will 

not remain in my control without this sword. They said your aunties 

also trouble us too much; it is only by this sword that we will be able 

to control them as well. After much deliberation, having bought the 

sword for ten rupees he sold it to them for 1000 rupees. They went 
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home celebrating that now they will be able to control their wives. 

He told his wife that none of my uncles will come for the next 7 

days; thereafter all of them will be here again. The eldest uncle 

tried it on his wife and read a million times, “The sword that kills, 

brings back to life again.” But, alas to no avail. She will not rise 

again. Each uncle tried it, but sadly, all became widowers! Now 

their anger knew no limits, they decided to go and sort him out for 

once and for all.  

The nephew told his wife all my plans are now exhausted, I am 

making this tomb and I will get into it, he also made a little window 

and told his wife that she must tell them that if they have any need 

they must present it at the window, (as some misguided people do). 

When they came she told them the whole story, that he is dead and 

this is his tomb and you can ask your needs at the little window. The 

eldest uncle went first, the nephew cut his nose, the nose being cut, 

he lost his respect and honour, and went to sit in a corner in shame, 

the same happened to the rest of the uncles. The youngest one said 

he is alive, he is cutting our noses, take him out and just get rid of 

him. They broke the tomb, took him out, put him in a big bag, tied 

it and decided to throw him in a well.  

As they were taking him, he was screaming all the time and 

pleading for help. The one uncle had a need to go to the toilet 

another wanted to drink tea, etc. they decided to fulfil their needs 

and thereafter go and throw him in a well. Leaving him alone there, 

a shepherd was passing by. The shepherd asked him what was 

happening, why was he crying? He said these uncles of mine are 

taking me to get married to the princess, forcibly. I don’t want to 

marry her, are you perhaps interested? Who won’t want to marry a 

princess? He said of course. He said open the bag, let me get out 
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and you get in. He did so. The nephew took all the shepherds and 

animals and went home with them, much richer than before. The 

uncles came, took the bag, thinking him to be inside, and went and 

threw it in a well.  

Thereafter they thought we should go and console our niece, since 

her husband is in the well - dead! When they got there, they found 

him there, hail and healthy and wealthier than before. They got a 

shock. They said, “Nephew we threw you in the well, how come you 

are here?” He said, “Uncles, where you threw me I found all these 

animals, looking down and I saw many more animals.” Off the 

uncles went to the well and threw themselves into the well to get 

more animals!  

This is only a story, but the moral is important! The moral is nobody 

can be as stupid as these uncles, but sadly and unfortunately many 

of us are. That is what the west has made us, even more stupid or 

we have chosen to be more stupid. We follow them in almost 

everything and are even proud of doing so. If they have doilies on 

their couches, we must also have them, though they serve no 

purpose! The only purpose there in them is ‘job creation’ (i.e. they 

fall down all the time and we must pick them up all the time and put 

them back). If they have a mat in the bathroom or toilet that serves 

no purpose, we must also have it, even if one just slips on it and 

breaks his back or neck! If they have little bottles of show 

oils/shampoos displayed in their bathroom, which are never used, 

they only have to be cleaned and set right all the time, we must also 

have them! If they have a covering over the toilet cistern we must 

also have it, even if it hides the knob or button that flushes the pan 

and one has to wonder how to flush the pan.  
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See they robbing us with the oil they are stealing from us, without 

which the world will come to a grinding halt, nothing will work 

without oil and they are replacing it with coke which is not only a 

useless thing, but total poison for health. And every drop of coke 

drunk a percentage goes to Israel to kill our innocent Palestinian 

brothers, sisters, babies and old!  

What have they given the world besides sex vulgarity and vicious 

crime on the TV and films, nudity, drugs, resulting in broken homes, 

destitute children, broken hearts, and countless other evils?  

Don’t be fooled to think that they have given us modern 

technology, technology is universal! Take the trouble of finding out 

how they hijack other people’s research, etc. and pass it of as their 

own!  

Those that have made dogs their imaams, by taking them for 

walks, mornings and evenings, they walk behind the dogs, standing 

behind them when they urinate and do their excreta. So those who 

made dogs their imaams, we have made them our Imaams?! If we 

had no imaam we could perhaps be excused, but having an imam 

like Rasulullaah , who has given us the best of this world and the 

greatest stages in Jannat, we abandon and discard his ways and 

choose the ways of those who only give us drugs, wars, murders, 

rapes, devil’s pop music and hell fire in the grave and Jahannam! 

Aren’t we even more stupid?! May Allah  open our blind eyes! 

Aameen!  

 A white school teacher, in the U K, who had many years of teaching 

experience, decided to see the relationship between the food her 

students ate and their academic performance and behaviour! For 

this, in columns, she wrote down their names, the food they were 
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having, their academic results and behaviour. She saw, very clearly 

that those students who were having junk food with no nutritional 

value, their academic results and behaviour was poor, while those 

who having good healthy food, had good academic results and 

behaviour. She began supplementing those students who were 

having junk food with vitamins, etc. and clearly saw that their 

academic results started improving as well as their behaviour!  

A Hifz student in America could just not make headway with his 

Hifz. He suffered learning and what he learnt he forgot also. His 

parents took him to an Aalim who inquired as to the type of food he 

was eating? Fast food from take aways was the reply. The Aalim 

said, “Give him only good house food.” In two weeks he was on his 

way, learning and remembering very well. 

Bhai Abdul Wahaab Sahib of Raiwind on one occasion said that the 

Buzurgs of the past wanted to decrease the zikr of a mureed due to 

necessity, (if for example pride is coming in him or he is weak and 

cannot take the strong effects of zikr), they would give him food 

from the bazaar, hotels and restaurants. The result of this would be 

that his desire and appetite for zikr, ibaadat, etc. would decrease! A 

friend of ours who heard this explained that they went out in 

Jamaat to Pakistan. One sathie in the Jamaat was crying excessively 

to such an extent that they feared that he may die. They explained 

this to the elders in one village. The elders said that this is no big 

problem. Just take him to the shops and let him drink tea in one of 

the tea shops, and if there is a tea shop where music is playing, take 

him there! Aabaad! No sooner did he drink that tea, his condition 

completely changed! We must be very particular of what we 

consume.  
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Today money is much more easily available than in the past. 

Almost everyone goes to the supermarkets and fills his trolley with 

whatever he wants to, not considering whether it is halaal, doubtful 

or haraam. The cash is popped out, or credit card or cheque! No 

consideration for what we are consuming and what we are feeding 

our families!  

Fast foods were meant and started in America for migrant 

labourers, who did not have families, nor time to prepare meals; but 

today everyone eats it, without any necessity! Even the president!  

On a radio station, round about the year 2000, waiters were 

interviewed, one question that was put to them was, how do you 

react when some customers acts funny, bossy and are rude and 

abrupt to you? Like a person boasting in front of his girlfriend and 

trying to impress her. They said we prepare his food, take it to the 

toilet, sprinkle some water from the toilet pan on it and serve it to 

him. When he relishes that food we stand around watching and 

having a good laugh at him! (A person checking in at an airport was 

being rude and horrible to the lady checking him in, but she 

handled everything in a very cool and calm way. When the next 

passenger came, an elderly lady, she praised her as to how she 

handled the situation and asked her how do you maintain your cool. 

She said I also have my share. He is going to Australia and I have 

sent his baggage to Tel Aviv! 

A friend explained to us that a top restaurant in Johannesburg 

whose patrons are mainly white people (the name of which he 

mentioned as well), suspected irregularities. They placed CCTVs in 

the preparation room and saw the black workers spitting on the 

burgers they were preparing and spread it out over the burger. 
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When asked of this behaviour they said they were taking revenge of 

the oppression done to them during the apartheid era!  

Anyway we were discussing children who have a can of cold drink 

and a packet of chips for lunch. A person should have well prepared 

balanced meals.  

A child that is born, whose parents ate khajur (dates) of Madina 

Sharief and the child grew up having khajurs will, Insha’Allah be a 

Madani, i.e. have Madani character, etc. A child whose parents 

drank ZamZam, and grew up having ZamZam will be a Makki, i.e. 

have Makkah Sharief habits, character, etc. A child that is born 

from the semen of junk food and grows up eating junk food will be 

a junky! If the cap fits we will have to wear it! We call it and 

acknowledge that it is junk food, yet go mad for it!  

 الْـُمْشتىَك اللِ  فَاَِل 
And our complain and cry is to Allah ! 

Today Muslims have become so gullible in as far as halaal signage 

and declarations are concerned! Wherever they see a halaal board 

or somebody says this is halaal, this is more than enough for them 

to accept that it is halaal and consume it; despite so many clear and 

outstanding facts or circumstances to the contrary! In other dunya’s 

matters, we are very particular and conscious about genuiness of a 

label or verbal declaration! If we see a label of a brand name and the 

slightest doubt arises that it is a fake, we make extensive inquiries 

about it. For recipes, ladies will find out properly, make phone calls, 

google, etc. to ascertain the exact quantities, sequence, etc. of how 

to make a dish, etc. For fashionable clothes, shoes, etc. detailed 

and exhaustive inquiries are made as to where it can be purchased, 

where cheaper prices of items are available; in short for dunya’s 
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things a lot of care and caution is taken. But for Deen, for halaal and 

haraam, for our spiritual life, which governs our physical life; for out 

Aakhirat, which is eternal and a totally serious matter, just a little 

board or word is sufficient for us. Salafies go to the extent that just 

say ‘bismillah’ on any and every type of food and it becomes 

‘halaal’. What an indifference to real values!  

 کر گئے   کیا   میں   دنیا   عقل   تیری

 مرگئے  کہاں    میں   دین لیکن  
What has not your brain achieved in dunya;  

but why is it dead in Deenie matters?! 

   بے کا     ہے  طبیبوں   سنتا   تو علیل   اذر   ہو   جسم تیرا  

 دلیل 

 تو   ہے پیتا   تلخ   سے   تلخ     دوا

 ہے   کرتا آمد   خوش      تو   کی   حکیموں

 ہے  چست     وت    ،  وت    میں   تن   مداوا

 ہے سست     کیوں   میں   ایمان   مگر فکر
If you are physically ill, slightly; you listen to doctors without question. You 

take the most bitter and expensive medication; you beg the doctors for their 

services. In the care of the body, you are very alert; but why are you so 

unmindful in the care of Imaan?! 

Allah  has given us brains, but it depends where we use them! We 

find some people, no matter how much you explain to them how to 

do something, they just don’t seem to understand, you stand on 

top of them telling them how to do a thing; they still do it wrong, 

but when they want to steal, see how their brains work. A person 

fails to comprehend how they planned the whole thing! How many 

of us, with the brains Allah  gave us, what and what don’t we 

achieve in dunya, but those same brains don’t work when it comes 

to Deen and matters pertaining to the Aakhirat. Incidentally, similar 

is the matter of love; everyone has been blessed with love, now it is 
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up to individual, in which direction he directs his love? For example, 

it can be directed to dunya, to acquire cars, houses, things of dunya, 

prominence, name and fame, women, etc. and the same love can 

and must be directed to the Creator and Giver of love, to the 

Creator of the heart which is the markaz (centre) of love, whatever 

love is in the heart is given solely and only by Allah  and Allah  

can change that love to bitterness and enmity whenever He wishes. 

So let us use the faculties and capabilities which Allah  has given 

us for our betterment of Deen and Aakhirat!  

So we should be very careful of the food we consume and use our 

brains to make sure that it is not only halaal but that there is no 

doubt in it and that it is healthy and wholesome! 

A Few Examples of the Food we Trust and What it 

Really is! 

When we were studying at Waterval Islamic Institute (Mia’s Farm) 

we used go to a farm on a Friday (a holiday for us) to slaughter 

chickens for an Ustaadh of ours. On one occasion we found that a 

non-Muslim worker of a Moosa Bhai from Fordsburg, also used to 

come and slaughter his chickens! We asked Moosa bhai about it? 

He said, I get tired, so what must I do?! A person of your 

neighbourhood whom you trust, that he is slaughtering by himself 

and it is halaal yet this is the condition. Then what to say about 

commercially slaughtered chickens of the big commercial plants?! 

My Ustaadh, Hadhrat Mufti Sanjalvi Saheb  use to say when a 

thing is done for commercial gain, scant regard is given to it being 

actually halaal. 
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On one occasion when we discussing this subject in a country town, 

one person said that he gave his car for service, when he went to 

collect it, it was not yet ready. He waited outside, he saw a black 

women coming from across the road with a plastic packet. Being 

his customer in his shop and knowing her, he asked her from where 

she was coming and what was in the plastic packet? She was 

working in one of the fast food outlets that sold ‘halaal’ chickens. 

She said the chickens were finished so I went to buy more. He said, 

“These are not halaal.” She said what must I do? 

The same person said his daughter was studying in Pretoria. They 

were visiting her on a Saturday night and decided to eat out. They 

ordered their food and while waiting for the food (just to make 

conversation) they asked the person behind the counter what does 

this ‘halaal’ sign mean? He said it means ‘peri peri’ i.e. that it is 

spiced. If that is his understanding of halaal, what halaal are they 

serving? 

A new restaurant in the UK, many years ago, became known for the 

kebaabs it sold, people use to come from far and wide to eat the 

kebaabs here. When the refuse people came to collect the refuse 

they found a huge amount of empty dog food tins. They thought 

there can’t be so many dogs on one premises. Anyway they took 

away all the tins. The next week they found again so many tins of 

dog food! They reported this to the health department. On 

investigation they found that they were making those kebaabs with 

meat that was meant for dog feed! 

At a family gathering in Lenasia, the ladies went on strike that we 

are not cooking, get some take away food. Pizzas were bought, 

when they sat down to eat, a little girl showed her mother a bundle 

of hair, the mother hushed it up and told her to keep quiet and carry 
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on eating! After a little while she found another bigger bundle of 

hair. Now everyone noticed it and nobody could carry on eating! 

A person travelling through the Free State, where Indians were not 

allowed to reside during the apartheid era, saw a shop with a 

‘halaal’ sign displayed outside. He stopped to buy some food. He 

found the owner to be a white non-Muslim man. He asked him how 

he comes by halaal food? He said I don’t know what is ‘halaal’; 

however, since I have put this board up, I see my sales have 

increased tremendously. He regarded it to be a Taweez (amulet), 

by the blessings of which sales increase! If this is the understanding 

of halaal, what can we expect? But how sad that today’s Muslim is 

more than satisfied when he sees a ‘halaal’ sign! 

A famous Islamic Organization even certified pork to be halaal. 

A Few Aadaab of Eating 

Once we were with our Sheikh, Hadhrat Moulana Shah Hakim 

Muhammad Akhtar Saheb dâmat barakatuhum in Malawi. Meals 

were ready and all were called to come for meals. When Hadhrat 

stepped in the room, he noticed that there was a sheet (white) laid 

down, on which the plates were placed, to eat from, and all were 

meant to sit on the same sheet, to eat. Hadhrat dâmat 

barakatuhum told me have the arrangement fixed up - there must 

be a dastarkhan - those going to eat and the food cannot be on one 

and the same sheet! So I arranged with the host to put a separate 

sheet for the plates and food to be on, and for those going to eat to 

sit on the lower sheet. When Hadhrat saw this arrangement, he 

said, “Yes now it is right” – the people eating and the food cannot 

be on the same sheet. Also, we should make it a regular habit to eat 

according to sunnat, i.e. sitting on the floor and not at the table.  
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On another occasion in Reunion, Hadhrat was invited by Moulana 

Rashid Buzurgh Saheb daamat barakaatuhum, a Khalifah of 

Hadhrat, together with many other people. The room was not that 

big. It was full in which the distarkhan was laid and blankets besides 

it, to sit on and to be comfortable on. When Hadhrat walked in, he 

noticed that the blankets that have been laid out to sit upon, are 

higher than the dastarkhan. Hadhrat began removing the blankets 

by himself. I did a inappropriate thing by telling Hadhrat to leave it 

for now knowing fully well that Hadhrat will not sit higher than the 

food, as the people are hungry and want to eat (it was on Juma 

after Juma namaaz). Hadhrat can explain to the host, Moulana 

Rashid Saheb the correct method afterwards. Hadhrat, with great 

love told me, leave me to do what I want to do and Hadhrat dâmat 

barakatuhum lifted the blankets. At the bottom was a wooden floor 

of the old type houses with a hard lino covering it. Hadhrat’s mizaaj 

(temperament) is shaahaanah (majestic), but inspite of that 

Hadhrat sat on the hard floor and said I cannot sit higher than the 

food. The blankets were put on the side to make it comfortable, but 

then one is sitting a little higher than the dastarkhan, though only a 

few millimetres! 

On one occasion Hadhrat had had his meals at Moulana Yunus 

Patel’s  khanqa. The colour of the carpet was green and the 

colour of the dastarkhan was also green. I went forward to have 

Hadhrat wash his hands. I stepped on the dastarkhan (not noticing 

the difference of the carpet and the dastarkhan and also not being 

aware of this adab); It was as though Hadhrat got a heart attack; 

Hadhrat gasped and said 

 ہے سکتا     بیٹھ نہیں   یر  پ     پر   جس

 ہے سکتے   رکھ     کیسے    پ یر پر    اس
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On what the Sheikh cannot sit, how can you place your foot on it?! 

We should not step, forget walking on the dastarkhan! At Jalsas, 

ijtimaas, etc. where long dastarkhans have to be placed, a gap 

should be left in between for people to cross from one side to the 

other. We should not inconvenience the people, by making them to 

walk a long way to get to the other side and then ‘force’ them to 

walk on the dastarkhan. 

At one Hifz completion jalsa the MC made a beautiful 

announcement that a 10 minutes gap will be allowed for people to 

meet their old acquaintances and talk to them (it was not a Masjid), 

but he said after that when azaan takes place there should be 

complete silence, azaan should be respected. People replied to the 

Azaan and the dua recited thereafter! But, when we went to have 

meals, there was no arrangement for water to wash hands, I 

expressed my desire to wash my hands, and very surprisingly, great 

effort had to be made to arrange for this basic sunnat. This sunnat 

is also missed out generally. If the hand(s) are washed, many only 

wet the tips of the right hand. We should wash both hands to the 

wrists. Some make salaam also only with the tips of the fingers! 

Hadhrat dâmat barakatuhum explained that Hadhrat Moulana 

Shah Abrarul Haq Saheb  use to say that the time of reading the 

dua:  

ٍع َوََل ُمْسَتْغََنً َعْنُه َربََّنا ـَحْمُد ِِلِ لْ ا  ََحَْداً َكثرِيَاً َطيِّبَاً ُمَباَرََكً فِيِه َغرْيَ َمْكِِفٍّ َوََل ُمَودَّ

All praise is due to Allah , praises in abundance, pure and blessed in it, 

praises are insufficient and we can never say farewell to them, nor can we 

ever be independent of them! 
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 Our Sheikh dâmat barakatuhum explains this dua thus: That we 

thank Allah  for the meals we had, thanks in abundance, pure 

praises, blessed in it. That, though we are sending this food away 

now, giving the impression that we are not in need of it now; but it 

is not sufficient for us; in a few hours we will be in need again! We 

are not sending it away permanently and we are not independent of 

it. Allah  says:  

يَُّها يَا
َ
نُتمُ  انلَّاُس  أ

َ
َِميدُ  الَْغِنُّ  ُهوَ  واللُ  اللِ  إَِل  ءُ آالُْفَقرَ  أ

ْ
 اْل

O people (all of you, from Aadam ‘s time till qiyaamat, all your intelligent 

and educated ones, your strong and mighty ones, your learned and great 

scholars), all of you, all together, you are beggars of Me, all the time, in every 

aspect and dimension! 

We can never be independent of Allah  for any split second or in 

any way. So the food is going away now, but just now we will be 

desperately in need of it again! Anyway, this dua is to be recited  

 ِ ِ مَ ـالْ  ِت عَ فِ رُ  اذِ ا  ةدَ آئ
i.e. when the dastarkhan is lifted 

So the correct procedure is that those going to eat must first sit 

down then the dastarkhan must be put down then the utensils then 

the food. And the reverse when finishing meals, i.e. first the food 

must be lifted, then the utensils and finally the dastarkhan, at that 

time is this dua to be recited. This is the ideal! However, Hadhrat 

Moulana Shah Abraarul Haq Saheb  used to say at least lift up the 

food before getting up. Even if just one person (even a child) is 

sitting at the dastarkhan before and/or after meals and the food is 

on the dastarkhan, then it will be alright. If other people are still 

going to sit and eat, then too it will be alright to get up. Even if one 

gets up, while others are sitting it will be alright. The example of 
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this adab is like in a court room, when the whole court is seated and 

everything is in order, then the judge/magistrate walks in, and at 

the end he first gets up and walks out, then everyone else is allowed 

to leave as he is the most important person there. Here the food is 

the most important; we are in need of the food, the food is not in 

need of us. So, we must first sit down and wait for the food and at 

the end the food must first leave then we are allowed to leave.  

On one occasion a post master was having meals with Hadhrat 

Moulana Shah Abraarul Haq Saheb , a morsel of food fell from his 

hands onto the dastarkhan, Hadhrat told him to pick it up, clean it 

and eat it. He said this is beyond some, I cannot do this. What 

fatwas won’t we perhaps pass on such a person! However, Hadhrat 

asked him that if the minister of post and telegraph of the cabinet 

of the president sends a chocolate for you, and a piece falls down, 

won’t you pick it up and eat it? He said yes, definitely, because the 

minister has send it, in fact, he said I will even keep the chocolate 

wrapper and preserve it for generations to show that the minister 

had honoured me with this! Hadhrat then said, “Know that not the 

minister but the King of kings, Allah  has send this morsel of 

food, exclusively for you.” He understood thanked Hadhrat and ate 

it! A great lesson for us to learn! 

On one occasion Hadhrat Moulana Shah Ashraf Ali Thanwi  was 

having meals. A grain of rice, peas, something fell down and rolled 

away. Hadhrat looked for it intensely but could not find it, he asked 

some children of the neighbourhood who were playing there to 

help him. When they found it, Hadhrat cleaned it and ate it. When 

Hadhrat went to the khanqa he mentioned this incident to the 

Mureeds there and asked them do you know why I took all this 

trouble? Hadhrat said that if Allah  has to ask me on the day of 
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Qiyaamah, Ashraf Ali! so many millions, nay billions of my creation 

worked to prepare and get ready that grain and you let it go just 

like that? What a lesson to learn! How much don’t we waste at 

home, so much of good food goes down the drain and into the dust 

bin. Our workers and helpers see this, while their children go 

hungry. What an injustice to the ne’mats of Allah  and to these 

poor people. And what to say when eating out?! A person buys 

from a take away and the food is more than enough for one person, 

after eating the balance is just thrown away! A cousin of mine who 

owns a filling station near the fast food outlets in Fordsburg says it 

is unbelievable to see how dirty our people can be. The litter that is 

littered everywhere. He says we complain of other people and 

nations being dirty, but just come and have a look here and see how 

dirty we can be. Incidentally he mentioned that a youngster with his 

friends parked wrongly and obstructed others. He was approached 

nicely, but he pulled out his fire arm and threatened them. This is 

yet another evil of that life style. The evil and horrible attitudes we 

develop and display. 

E-Numbers 

Animal Fat to Fuel 

Article by Sarang 

The cars that we drive today will soon be using diesel produced 
from Animal fat. An ordinary user like us will not be able to 
differentiate between the normal diesel and the diesel from fat. 
Even the cars will not feel any difference. 
After reading the article Pig Fat by Dr Amjad Khan I became curious 
about where this huge quantity of animal fat is being used other 
that the food products. According to a few years old estimate 
United States alone produces around 11 billion pounds of fat every 
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year from beef, pork and poultry. This is a huge quantity of fat and 
obviously the livestock industry will never dump it down the drain. 
 

 

Animal fat has been used as fuel for a long time. It has good burning 
properties which has been exploited for a long time on a smaller 
scale. Since it is cheaper source as compared to other fuels like coal 
therefore there was an attraction to use it. University of Georgia is 
one of the examples where the schools steam boiler was modified 
to use animal fat as fuel. It took around $30000 to make this 
modification which is a big sum. Although the running cost is much 
lower but the high initial cost keeps people away from it. Now the 
next wave has started - In this wave the animal fat is now being 
converted into diesel. This eliminates the step of using specialized 
equipment for using animal fat as fuel and the existing engines will 
be able to use this fuel without requiring any modifications at all. 
This is indeed a giant leap for usefulness of animal fat. 

ConocoPhilips, a big name in oil and gas industry, has teamed up 
with Tyson Foods, a major meat producer, to make this possible. 
They have kicked off the production and within a few years they 
plan reach the capacity to produce 175 million gallons of diesel from 
animal fat per year. This amounts to about 15000 barrels of diesel 
per day. 

The venture of ConocoPhilips and Tyson has inspiring many other oil 
and gas industry giants to team up with food industry for similar 
projects. We will soon be using this new breed of diesel in our cars. 
This fuel has low amount of Carbon Dioxide and extremely low 

sulphur contents which makes it very environment friendly as 
compared to the existing diesel that we use.How do you feel 
about this? Do you feel this is a good thing or a bad thing? 

Dr Amjad Khan has written, 
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In nearly all the western countries including Europe, the PRIMARY 
choice for meat is PIG. There are a lot of farms in these countries to 
breed this animal. In France alone, Pig Farms account for more than 
42,000. 
 
 
PIGS have the highest quantity of FAT in their body than any other 
animal. But Europeans and Americans try to avoid fats. 
 
 
Thus, where does the FAT from these PIGS go? All pigs are cut in 
slaughter houses under the control of the department of food and it 
was the headache of the department of food to dispose of the fat 
removed from these pigs. 
 
 
Formally, it was burnt (about 60 years ago). Then they thought of 
utilizing it. First, they experimented it in the making of SOAPS and 
it worked. 
 
 
Then, a full network was formed and this FAT was chemically 
Processed, Packed and Marketed, while the other manufacturing 
companies bought it. In the meantime, all European States made it 
a rule that every Food, Medical and Personal Hygiene product 
should have the ingredients listed on its cover. so, this ingredient 
was listed as PIG FAT. 
 
 
Those who are living in Europe for the past 40 years know about 
this. 
But, these products came under a ban by the ISLAMIC COUNTRIES 
at that time, which resulted in a trade deficit. 
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Going back in time, if you are somehow related to South East Asia, 
you might know about the provoking factors of the 1857 CIVIL 
WAR. At that time, Rifle Bullets were made in Europe and 
transported to the sub-continent through the Sea. It took months 
to reach there and the gun powder in it was ruined due to the 
exposure to sea. 
 
 
Then, they got the idea of coating the Bullets with fat, which was 
PIG FAT.. The fat layer had to be scratched by teeth before using 
them. 
When the word spread, the soldiers, mostly Muslim and some 
Vegetarians, refused to fight. Which eventually lead to the Civil 
War. 
The Europeans recognized these facts, and instead of writing PIG 
FAT, they started writing ANIMAL FAT. All those living in Europe 
since 1970’s know this fact. When the companies were asked by 
authorities from the MUSLIM COUNTRIES, what animal fat is it, 
they were told it was COW and SHEEP Fat. Here again a question 
raised, if it was COW or SHEEP Fat, still it is HARAAM to MUSLIMS, 
as these animal were not SLAUGHTERED as per the ISLAMIC LAW. 
Thus, they were again banned. 
 
 
 
Now, these multinational companies were again facing a severe 
drought of money as 75% of their income comes from selling their 
goods to Muslim Countries, and these earn BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
of Profit from their exports to the MUSLIM WORLD. 
 
 
Finally they decided to start a coding language, so that only their 
Departments of Food Administration should know what they are 
using, and the common man is left lurking in the dark. Thus, they 
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started E-CODES. These E- INGREDIENTS are present in a majority 
of products of multinational firms including, but not limited to -  
 
 
 
TOOTH PASTE, 
SHAVING CREAM 
CHEWING GUM, 
CHOCOLATE,  
SWEETS, 
BISCUITS, 
CORN FLAKES, TOFFEES, 
CANNED FOODS,  
FRUIT TINS, 
 
 
Some medication Multi-vitamins Since these goods are being used 
in all MUSLIM Countries indiscriminately, our society is facing 
problems like shamelessness, rudeness and sexual promiscuity.  
 
 
So, I request all MUSLIMS or non pork eaters to check the 
ingredients of the ITEMS of daily use and match it with the 
following list of E-CODES. If any of the ingredients listed below is 
found, try to avoid it, as it has got PIG FAT; 
 
 
E100, E110, E120, E 140, E141, E153, E210, E213, E214, E216, E234, 
E252,E270, E280, E325, E326, E327, E334, E335, E336, E337, E422, 
E430, 
E431, E432, E433, E434, E435, E436, E440, E470, E471, E472, E473, 
E474, E475,E476, E477, E478, E481, E482, E483, E491, E492, E493, 
E494, 
E495, E542,E570, E572, E631, E635, E904.  
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Dr. M. Amjad Khan  
Medical Research Institute 
United States 

 

 

When Adam  was in Jannat everything was ready found. He did 

not have a thing to do. However when he came to the dunya, he 

had to do everything for himself. Just to make one roti, he needed 

360 things. He said, “Bari Ta’aala things are so hard and difficult 

here.” Allah  said just read Bismillah and everything will become 

easy. We, this ummat, have been given together with Bismillah, Ar-

Rahmaan and Ar-Raheem as well. What a great gift! But alas! We 

are very negligent and weak in reading Bismillah and making the 

zikr of Allah . By reading Bismilah Allah ‘s great help comes 

and work becomes so easy. It is a key to all goodness. In Tafseer-e-

Burhaan it is written that when a person reads Bismillahier 

Rahmanier Rahim 5,000 palaces are built for him in Jannat, each 

palace has 70 chambers, each chamber has 70 thrones, each throne 

has 70 carpets, each carpet has a Hur-ul-Ain sitting on it! The 

Sahabah  inquired is there any condition attached to it? Nabi  

said to read it with concentration and devotion. (Tafsier-e-Burhaan 

has got sahih (authentic) and weak narrations in it). 

 We were in Madagascar and invited by a gentleman for supper in 

Antananarivo. There was a Jamaat from India as well. It struck me 

there for the first time and I asked everyone, as we were just into 

the meal, if they had read Bismillah at the beginning of the meal; all 

replied that they had forgotten. Since then I generally take note of 
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this and remind brothers to read Bismillah. I have seen Ulama 

making great tahqieq about Bismillah, but do not read it!  

A good friend, Qari Yaqub Saheb, the Imam of Masjied-e-Ghurair in 

Dubai, is very hospitable and there are no less than 10 Ulama on his 

dastarkhan at any meal. On Jumu’ah they go up to 50-60. He cooks 

himself and is very straight forward as well.  

He told me, I see none of them reading  

 اللِ  ِمْسِب

or  

ْكرُ  َولََك  الْـَحْمدُ  لََك  امهلل  الشُّ
So I tell them, if you do not like my food, read  

ةَ  َوََل  َحْوَل  ََل   بَاللَ  اَِلَّ  قُوَّ

but read something! 

When ladies set the dastarkhan they are so particular in every 

detail. The glasses set next to the plates appear to be set using a 

geometrical protractor. Each glass is placed at an exact 45 degree 

angle! It appears after the dastarkhan is set, by whomever, the 

house lady makes a final inspection! The vegetable salads are all 

arranged in a specific style with great care and finally on the top a 

cherry or mint leaves or something is placed, also with great care. 

The men come and start shouting, Hadhrat and the visitors are 

here, hurry up. The aunties say do not rush us! They want to do 

things in their special way! When dishing out the biryani or plough, 

etc. they take care of placing the pieces of meat and potatoes, etc. 

in a specific way. The visitors can be hungry and waiting, but they 

have to do it according to specs! Men cannot just understand all this 

fuss. When men dish out from a deg into bowls they just go about it 

as men would, not a care for anything! Everything is set, prepared 
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and presented in great style! Men take no notice of anything, they 

don’t even read their Bismillah! They only concerned of vreeting and 

chowing (eating like wild dogs - maaf for that). No Bismillah, no 

Allaahumma lakal hamdu, no dua at the end, not even just 

Alhamdulillah. This should not be the case! How many times does 

the wife not dress and doll herself up for her husband - but he does 

not notice a thing. Unfortunately other women’s things he will 

notice quickly and everything! He will even come home and make 

his wife burn by mentioning it and asks her to be like that woman! 

But what she does for him he does not notice at all. Allah  says in 

the Quraan Sharief 

يِّن
َ
َماَواِت  ِف  آيَةٍ  مِّن َوَكأ ْرِض  السَّ

َ
ونَ  َواأل  ُمْعرُِضونَ  َعْنَها َوُهمْ  َعلَْيَها َيُمرُّ

And how many of our signs are there not in the heavens and earth; man passes by 

them, but takes no note 

It is very important to take notice, appreciate and express one’s 

appreciation. If we train ourselves to take note of Allah ‘s great 

qudrat, perfection, beauty and favours, we will appreciate people’s 

favours and in fact people themselves as well; and vice versa, if we 

learn to appreciate people then will we start to appreciate and take 

notice of Allah !  

Another great lesson that we should take from the dastarkhan and 

meals is see how neat and beautiful the dastarkhan was before the 

meals and now after the meals how does it look?! Like a war zone! 

Bones lying about, peels lying everywhere, tissues littering the 

place. This is man! Just about 20 minutes ago he was presented 

with such a beautiful, neat scenario and this is what he has done to 

it, when he came in contact with it. From this realise our reality! We 

are spoilers and breakers! What are we so proud of ourselves? For 

that food to be prepared and the dastarkhan to be ready, how 
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much of time and effort and money was required! And we destroy it 

all in a few minutes. This muraaqabaa will cut us down to size and 

bring humility in us!  

A friend once asked what muraaqabah should be made in the 

toilet? So this is one of the muraaqabahs to be made; that the 

meals that were prepared so well, presented so wonderfully, so 

fresh and the aroma so tempting; when man just touched it, it 

becomes ‘untouchable’ for others. Once in his mouth and down into 

his stomach in what a terrible form he transforms it - this is realised 

in the toilet - the more rich, fatty foods we had, now that wonderful 

smelling food is transformed into what a terrible smell. Cans upon 

cans of air fresheners have to be used. The sounds that are heard, 

different tunes and of varying volumes! One friend had his toilet 

made sound proof! What was America looking for unfounded 

weapons of mass destruction in Iraq?! All the ‘bombs’ are here in 

the toilets, and what bombs?! Incidentally the toilet is that jail for 

which there is no bail nor can you appoint a proxy to do your job for 

you. You have to sit like a fool there, you can be the greatest man, 

the most busiest man, but you have to just sit there until you finish 

your job, no bail, no proxy, realise who you are, how helpless you 

are, what’s all this arrogance and pride in you. This is what man is, 

what he transforms wonderful food into when it made contact with 

his body. What is he so proud about?! If man just lives to eat (we 

should eat to live) then on the day of Qiyaamah when Allah  will 

ask him what have you brought for your Aakhirat , he will say so 

many kilos of stool and so many litres of urine, because his life style 

was such that he earned during the day, ate at night and first thing 

in the morning he relieved himself in the toilet. And in fact we say i 

am going to bank. Again he is hungry, so he earns again, eats and 

back to the toilet. His life is spent in this manner. So what is insaan? 
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a stool and urine making machine! With regards to this, Moulana 

Muhammad Umar Saheb Palanpuri  used to say 

 دن  کو   کمانا   رات  کو   کھانا   صبح   کو   پاخانہ
To earn in the day, eat at night and go to the toilet in the morning! 

So what is insaan? 

 بنانے  کا    مشین پاخانہ
a machine to make stool 

 is this why Allah  has created us - just to make stool – 

فَحَ 
َ
نََّما ِسبُْتمْ أ

َ
نَُّكمْ  َعبًَثا َخلَْقَناُكمْ  أ

َ
 تُرَْجُعونَ  ََل  إََِلَْنا وَأ

What! Do you think We created you in vain, in some tom foolery, and that 

you will not return to us?! 

No we have been created for a definite purpose, to prepare for the 

Aakhirat. The heavens and earth, the mountains and seas, wind and 

water and countless creations created so perfectly have definitely 

not been created in vain! All this has been created for a definite 

purpose and that is to recognise the Creator, our Most Beloved 

Allah  and to prepare for the Aakhirat by being obedient to Him 

in the pattern of life of Rasulullah .      

The correct Sunnat method of eating is to keep a separate plate for 

the bones, etc. the bones should not be placed in the same plate we 

eat from, nor on the dastarkhan. A separate plate should be kept 

for that. And even better keep a separate plate for peels, etc. In this 

way it can easily be disposed of in the correct manner. The bones 

can be given to the cats, etc. The peels can be given to the goats if 

there are any or can be buried to make fertiliser with the tissues. In 

this way the dastarkhan will be clean as soon as we have had our 

meals. i.e. the food will be taken away, then the utensils, the bones 
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and peels, etc. will be disposed of in the correct way, then finally 

pick up the dastarkhan. The dastarkhan should also not be wrapped 

up, in wrapping it up, the dirt spread to such an extent that even 

under the dastarkhan. Place one end of it over the other, in such a 

way that the inside of the dastarkhan touches the other side’s 

inside, so only the inside has to be cleaned. When picking up the 

dastarkhan like this one gets the opportunity to read the sunnat 

dua at the correct time! And to crown it the entire place is already 

clean, we do not have to leave our dirt for somebody else to clean! 

The women folk will also appreciate this so much! And it shows the 

insaaniyat (human characteristics) of those who ate, and that they 

are not like wild animals! 

A great Sheikh of Egypt was visiting India. He visited Darul Uloom, 

Deoband as well. He was having meals with Hadhrat Moulana 

Anwar Shah Kashmiri Saheb . The Egyptian Sheikh told Moulana, 

“You should also eat with a fork” (Arabs normally eat with spoon 

and fork)! Hadhrat immediately replied, “I am eating with a fork”. 

He then stretched his hand forward, showing his 4 fingers, which 

are like a fork which are similar to the 4 throngs of a fork. 

Thereafter he said, “My fork is better than your fork in 4 ways,  

1) My fork can sense the temperature of the food, yours can’t, if 

very hot food is put in the mouth, how much of discomfort is not 

experienced?  

2) My fork bends easily and thus I get the food in my fingers easily, I 

see you suffering sometimes to get a piece of meat or something, 

it’s darting this way and that way in the plate.  
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3) If my ‘fork’ accidentally hits my teeth or gums, no problem; if 

your fork hits the teeth or gums, there is so much pain, sometimes 

they bleed as well.  

4) After I eat my ‘fork’ gives off a fluid which I suck (it is Sunnat to 

lick the fingers after meals) which digests my food and your fork 

can’t do. I have made 3 more additions in my new edition:  

1) The world today is concerned of hygiene and cleanliness, I have 

washed my ‘fork’ with my own hands, (It is Sunnat to wash hands 

before meals and not to dry them. The best anti septic is water, so 

no germs will enter my mouth with the food that I eat, germs are 

everywhere) I know they are clean. It is unknown whether the fork 

was washed or not and by whom?  

2) My fork is made by Allah , your fork is made in Indonesia, etc. If 

it is made in China, it may even break during the course of the meal, 

with half of it in the mouth and the other half in the hand.   

3) To top it all my ‘fork’ is the Sunnat of Nabi  and your fork is the 

way of the west who are the enemies of Islam.  

A Few Health Hints 

I was once sharing a Walima meal with some friends. One Aalim, 

with whom we are informal, pointed to me and said, “Moulana, do 

not drink anything during your meals, and see how you will enjoy 

good health.” Hakims say that one should not have anything to 

drink at least ½ an hour before meals and up to ½ an hour after 

meals. The wisdom behind this is that when we see food, think 

about food, our mouths start watering. We normally think that this 

is because we love and enjoy food. The actual reason is that it is 
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Allah ‘s system that one is going to be eating, so to digest it saliva 

is required therefore the mouth produces it. By the production of 

saliva in the mouth, the stomach gets ready to receive and digest 

the food. Just like when we are going to take delivery of goods, we 

prepare our warehouse, etc. prior to receiving. By drinking cold 

water, cold drinks, etc. one effectively shuts of the machinery of the 

stomach from functioning. It is like pouring cold water over a hot 

engine. The stomach got started up and hot by the saliva in the 

mouth and now by pouring cold water over it, it does no function at 

all or properly. Also we find children eating chappies, bubble gum 

all the time, whichever child you see they making chab chab all the 

time due to chewing, just as many women and grown-ups all the 

time talk talk on their cell phones, others have ear phones plugged 

in their ears all the time, how has not shaytaan destroyed us? 

Anyway by chewing gum all the time, the mouth produces saliva 

which in turn triggers the machinery of the stomach to start up and 

digest the food that is going to come, but no food comes. When the 

stomach is tricked a few times like this then it does not respond and 

stops working, this has now caused harm to the stomach and the 

digestive system. Now, the food we eat is not digested properly, we 

don’t derive the full benefit of the food and have harmed our 

health, which causes us other problems. The work of the stomach is 

to digest the food, (i.e. to extract the vitamins, etc.) and send the 

vitamins of the eyes to the eyes, those for the brains there, those 

for the heart there, and so on. But by drinking these cold things we 

have put of the machine, so now all what we are doing is filling the 

stomach and then going to empty it in the toilet! We might be 

eating expensive health foods, but because our manner of eating is 

not correct we do not get those benefits. An American doctor has 

said that the gas in cold drinks actually freeze the stomach. What a 

paradox, we drink sprite, 7-up, coke to digest the food, but it does 
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the exact opposite. Doctors in the west are saying today that we 

should follow the people in the east and have hot tea with meals, 

this helps to digest the food and wash down fats in the food. My 

mother-in-law, marhuma was very particular that we have hot tea 

after having fatty foods. Half an hour after and before meals we 

should have plenty of water. About 8 to 10 glasses, this is extremely 

essential and beneficial for one’s health! Hakims say that similarly 

half an hour before meals, during meals and ½ an hour after meals 

no sad or frightening news must be mentioned or discussed. This 

also unconsciously makes the body including the stomach cringe, 

thereby not allowing the stomach to do its work properly. 

Therefore it is amongst the aadaab of eating that some light talk 

should take place. But sadly, we are listening to the news while 

having meals, or watching TV or the newspaper is open in front of 

us. What is in the news today, murders, wars, protests, rapes, 

robberies, all the bad things. All these things make the body and 

stomach cringe, not allowing it to function at all or properly. So we 

eat good food but do not get the benefit of it!  

Once we travelled from Beira in Mozambique to Chimoio, the roads 

were under construction, it was a strenuous journey, we reached 

Chimoio when Azaan had just finished. I was totally exhausted. I 

said I won’t be able to make bayaan now immediately after 

namaaz. But the people insisted that bayaan will have to be made. 

So I thought I will just discuss a few etiquettes of eating, but I was 

amazed how everyone appreciated it. There was a Jamaat from 

India as well. All appreciated it very much, that we were never 

aware of all these aadaabs. This is all the fadhal of Allah  and the 

barkat of my illustrious Sheikh dâmat barakatuhum. In fact our 

Sheikh dâmat barakatuhum says to say a joke after eating is better 

than 1000 dollars medicine. By becoming light hearted the stomach 
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functions properly, digests all the food and takes out all the 

vitamins and sends it to the required places properly and fully! 

On such an occasion one person said that now you have to tell us a 

joke! A relevant incident that we mention at such times is that Dr 

Abdul Hay Aarefi  had meals at a friend’s place, after the meals, 

from behind the pardah he thanked the house lady in the presence 

of her husband. He thanked her, praised her and gave her duas. 

Moulana then left - another great lesson to learn here is that he was 

a doctor, but just by the company of his Sheikh, Maulana Thanwi  

he became like a Moulana, and is referred to as Moulana now. 

Anyway, after he left, the house lady started crying profusely. Her 

husband consoled her that Moulana did not insult, criticise or speak 

bad about your food. He praised you, thanked you and appreciated 

it. She said I am crying because for 40 years I have been cooking for 

you, but you never appreciated or thanked me; look at Moulana I 

cooked for him only once and how he appreciated it. Yes, you took 

out a lot of faults in my food always, it is too hot, cold, salty, strong, 

no spices, does not taste nice, etc. Whilst discussing tasty foods, i 

remember another incident which a friend of mine had mentioned, 

his Sheikh in South India mentioned that when you have kept your 

wife happy and she is pleased and happy with you, then the food 

she cooks will be effected thereby and the food will taste very nice; 

and when you have upset her and she is unhappy with you, then it 

can be the best ingredients but the food will not taste nice. So 

keeping her happy is our job, or is it just their mood swings? 

Anyway she said you have a lot of complaints of my food but no 

thanks or praises. He learnt his lesson. The next afternoon on 

having meals, he began thanking and praising her. She began 

weeping again, it is a no win situation with them, you just cannot 

win with them. But not a problem, they say the same thing about us 
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that you just cannot please these men, they have every single day a 

different vibe. He asked why she was crying now, she said I have 

been cooking for you for the last 40 years, never a single day did 

you thank or praise me, today when the neighbour’s wife send 

food, you just can’t stop praising the food, you just going on for 

yourself!  

A wife praises her husband only twice in her life time. Which are 

those occasions? One is before marriage, when she boasts about 

her fiancé, that I am getting married to so and so, he is like this and 

like that! The other is after death. In between you must forget that 

she is going to praise you, etc. But be patient with her and tolerate 

her. My one aunty phoned once complaining about her husband, 

my uncle. She phoned several times, I was putting it off, that we 

small fries what are we going to do in big peoples matters. But 

when she insisted, we went. Her list of complaints was just not 

coming to an end. We consoled her that we will make dua and try to 

speak to our uncle. He was about 80 at the time. After about 2 

months my uncle passed away, we went again to pass our 

condolences. Now she said (in Afrikaans - with this side of the 

family we usually spoke Afrikaans): Abdul Hamid Jy weet wat...., 

AbdulHamid you know what I was married to your uncle for 60 

years, not one day did he even ever harm me so little (she pressed 

her thumb against the tip of her fore finger. Just 2 months ago her 

list of complaints were just not coming to an end and now after his 

passing away a complete u-turn! 

An Aalim who had come to South Africa for collection, on his return 

at Dubai airport, suffered a massive heart attack, they treated and 

stabilised him, after 3 days he returned to India. He needed 

multiple, 4-5 artery by passes. Hakim Kalimullah, the son-in-law 
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and hakim (doctor) of Hadhrat Moulana Shah Abraarul Haq Saheb 

 treated him for 3-4 months only on cucumber. When he went for 

his by pass, they said you do not need anything, you are perfect! 

Hakim Yusuf  of Hekpoort explained that when oranges are 

exported from South Africa to Europe they are 85% raw and 15% 

ripe, i.e. they have 85% orange in them and 15% sugar in them. By 

the time they reach Europe they are now 85% ripe and 15% raw, 

meaning now they have 85% sugar and 15% orange. On this basis 

he explained, that to have fruit as medicine, and the best medicine 

is fruit and vegetables; its food and medicine at the same time, is to 

have the fruit when it is just possible to eat, not more ripe and 

sweet. For enjoyment a person eats fruit when it is nice and sweet, 

in that case we having sugar, not the fruit nor the benefits of that 

fruit. 

On one occasion Hadhrat Mufti Rafi Uthmaani Saheb dâmat 

barakatuhum explained that Dr Abdul Hay Aarefi  had a particular 

great quality of making shukar. One of the 8 doors of Jannat is 

exclusive for those who make a lot of shukar, who are the 

shakireen. To become a favourite of Allah , i.e. to become a wali, 

is very easy and there are many ways to achieve this, not only one 

way, in fact we should not limit the mercies and favours of Allah , 

by, for example saying this is the only way, no there are many ways 

to become a wali, one way is just develop the quality of shukar or 

for that matter, humbleness, or any other quality that Allah  

loves, now when He loves you, he will cleanse your heart of all dirt 

and bring all praise worthy qualities in you. So anyway, on one 

occasion Hadhrat dâmat barakatuhum mentioned that see this 

food we have been given by the guest could have been given to us 

as beggars at the door. To take it and sit on the foot path and eat it 
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there. No, with great respect and honour we have been invited in 

the house and fed with so much of love and respect! This is also a 

great ne’mat of Allah .  

Then when we sat to eat, may Allah  protect, news could have 

come of an accident, a fire, somebody getting a heart attack, etc. 

all the food should have been left just like that and all should have 

rushed off somewhere else. Allah  saved us! While eating if 

somebody’s food should get stuck, a bone, etc., or if somebody 

should have vomited, nobody should have wanted to eat, if our 

taste buds were not in order, there should have been no enjoyment 

in eating, Allah  makes the food get digested also and we relieve 

ourselves comfortably. All these are great ne’mats of Allah , but 

we hardly recognise them, so from where are we going to make 

shukar? Allah  says ‘Wa qalilum min ibaadiesh shakur’ very few of 

my servants make shukar. And those that do make shukar, Allah  

says 

نْ  َوقَلِيل   ُكورُ  ِعبَاِديَ  مِّ  الشَّ

And it is very little that you make shukar! 

This is also why it is absolutely necessary to make and have contact 

with a Sheik-e-Tariqat who will make our contact with Allah  and 

make our islaah (spiritual reformation)! 

Besides food, which is such a great ne’mat, but we seldom 

recognize it as such, and much less do we make shukar of it; then 

where are we going to  recognise and make shukar for the utensils 

we use?! Utensils are also a great ne’mat. We do not make shukar 

of the food, the Provider, those who grow it, prepare it, serve it, so 

where are we going to make shukar for the dastarkhan and 

utensils? On how many occasions does it not happen that we do not 
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have a knife or a can opener or teaspoon, etc? It causes so much of 

uneasiness!  

On one occasion Imam Abu Hanifa  and some friends were 

having, what we will call, a camel braai. This was greatly enjoyed 

with vinegar, but they had forgotten the utensils for the vinegar! 

Imam Saheb  said, “Make holes in the ground and snug the 

dastarkhan into them, this will make your utensils for you.” We 

should make shukar for all of Allah ‘s ne’mats. 
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Dua for Meals 

When starting meals (when enjoying any ne’mat of Allah ), our 

great and illustrious Sheikh, Aarif billah, Rumi-e-Waqt, Mujaddidd-

e-Zamanah, Tabrez-e-Thaani dâmat barakatuhum says that in the 

Aayat of the Quraan,  

ْذُكْرُكمْ  فَاْذُكُروِن 
َ
 تَْكُفُرونِ  َوَلَ  ِل  َواْشُكُرواْ  أ

First comes  فَاْذُكُروِن and then  ِْل  وَاْشُكُروا . So before eating or enjoying 

any ne’mat of Allah , first think of this ne’mat, for example a plate 

of biryani comes in front of one, think how did this Basmati rice 

from Pakistan come here; to grow it, ground was required; Who 

made the ground? Who put all the nutrients and chemicals in the 

ground and made it fertile? Then the ground had to be softened 

and ploughed, Who made the tractor? For it steel, iron, petrol, 

diesel, oil, plastic, rubber, etc. what and what was not required? All 

this was made in different parts of the world, in different factories, 

and then assembled in one place Then it was delivered to one’s 

country, then bought, then delivered to the farm. To operate the 

tractor, the driver and many other workers were required, for all of 

them to come to work, they themselves and their families had to be 

well. If anyone was ill or had any other problem, the workers will 

say sorry we cannot come to work today. After the seeds were 

planted, nobody could even outwardly make them grew, this is 

openly only the work of Allah . Then to collect the rice, how many 

other workers were required! Then bags were required to put the 

rice in; think of that whole industry. Then trucks were required to 

transport the bags of rice, think of the details of the manufacture of 

trucks; roads were required for the trucks to move on! Just think of 

the details of the building of roads! The rice was then taken to the 
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docks, think of the cranes, all the paper work and computers, the 

building, maintaining and running of the ship industry. It then came 

to our country, again the docks, ships, cranes, computers, roads, 

trucks, warehouses where it was kept, packed, wholesalers, 

retailers! Can the amount of money we pay, ever be the pay for all 

this? Never, this is only a modern barter system to keep the system 

of the world going! Then we have mutton, chicken or fish in the 

biryaani, think of all those details. Then there are spices from 

Zanzibar, for example, butter from New Zealand, saffron from 

Spain! Allahu-akbar! Who can arrange all this, besides Allah ? All 

this infrastructure is only of Allah ‘s. Whether it is the 

infrastructure of governments or industries, etc. 

On one occasion, Hadhrat Moulana Shah Ashraf Ali Thanwi  was 

having meals, one grain of rice or dhal or a pea fell down; Hadhrat 

put his food one side and started looking for that grain, he could 

not find it, some children of the neighbourhood were playing there, 

he asked them to help him look for it, when they found it, he 

cleaned it and ate it. When Hadhrat went to the khanqah he related 

the incident to the mureeds. He asked them, “Do you know why I 

took so much trouble to find it then ate it?” Hadhrat said, “If on 

qiyaamats’ day Allah  has to ask me Ashraf Ali, millions of my 

creation worked to make that grain and you let it go just like that?” 

The sun worked on it, giving it sunshine, light and so many things in 

the rays of the sun! The wind worked on it, oxygen and Allah  

alone knows what and what there is in the wind! The ground was 

required, without which nothing will grow and how many elements 

there are in the ground, then that ground is regarded as fertile! To 

plough the ground a tractor was required. Now think of the details 

mentioned above! How much don’t we waste?! The amount of food 

left in the plates, the amount of meat left on bones, pieces of roti 
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and bread that just go for waste? May Allah  have mercy on us 

and guide us! Aameen! The amount of waste at weddings and when 

eating out, is outrageous, to say the least! On one occasion a post 

master was having meals with Hadrat Moulana Shah Abraarul Haq 

Saheb . A morsel of food of his fell from his hands on to the 

dastarkhan, Hadhrat told him to pick it up, clean it and eat it. He 

said, “this is impossible for me, it is below my dignity.” If it was one 

of us, I wonder what and what we would have said about him, what 

fatwa we would have passed on him? Hadhrat  explained to him 

in such a wonderful way! Hadhrat  said if the minister of post and 

telegraphs sends a chocolate for you and a piece of it falls down, 

won’t you pick it up and eat it? He said of course, the minister of 

post and telegraph send it for me, I will definitely pick it up and eat 

it, in fact I will keep the wrapper and let my children and 

generations know that the minister of post and telegraph had sent 

a chocolate for me! Hadhrat  explained to him, that the food was 

sent by Rabbul Aalamien, what is the status of the minister of post 

and telegraph. On one occasion Hadhrat Mufti Muhammad Shafi 

Saheb  was having meals with his Ustaadh, Hadhrat Moulana Mia 

Asghar Hoosein Saheb Deobandi . After meals Hadrat Mufti 

Saheb asked should I throw the dirt away. Hadhrat Mia Saheb  

asked him do you know how to throw it away? He was shocked and 

asked do you have learn and know how to throw dirt away, do you 

need a PHD for it? He said, yes! Throw the pieces of roti (bread) at a 

certain place where there are ants, it will be food for them. The 

bones where there are dogs, it will be food for them. And for the 

food of goats, throw the peels of the melons there. How much 

consideration for the creation of Allah  and no waste! We just 

throw everything into the dustbin or wash it down the drain. May 

Allah  forgive us and guide us. On another occasion when 
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Hadhrat Mufti Saheb  was having mangoes with his Ustadh, 

similarly after meals he sought permission to throw the peels away, 

he asked him if he knew how to throw the peels away? He replied 

similarly, “does one have to learn how to throw dirt away?” He said 

yes throw the peels few at a place, so that the neighbours who were 

poor, will feel we did not have even one mango to eat, while others 

have eaten so many mangoes. By placing the peels at different 

places they will think different people ate little, little. Allahu Akbar 

so much consideration for the even the feelings of poor people. 

While quoting the incidents of Hadhrat Mia Saheb , let me 

mention another one also, though not related to this subject. 

Hadhrat  should read his wazifaas after Esha in the Masjid. In 

winter, by the time he finished reading his wazifaas it used to be a 

bit later and the streets would be quite by then. On his way home, 

there was a lady’s house, who should sell herself for some income, 

she had grown old and would hardly get customers. Before 

reaching her, Hadhrat use to remove his shoes, walk pass her 

house, then wear his shoes again. Hadrat explained why he did 

that. He said she’s gone old and hardly gets customers now, being 

late at night, hearing footsteps she will think a customer is coming, 

but when she hears the footsteps going away, she will think that I 

am gone old, so I am not getting any customers anymore. Her 

feelings will be hurt. So I remove my shoes that she does not hear 

footsteps, thus not feeling hurt. Allahu Akbar! How much thoughts 

of not hurting the feelings of even such people! The only way to pay 

for it is to acknowledge that it is only from Allah , to be thankful 

to Him and then to use the strength acquired from that food in His 

obedience! 

After meditating briefly on the above then to read at the beginning 

of meals to read  
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 اللِ  بََرَكةِ  َوََعَ  اللِ  ِمْسِب

Then the second part of the aayat is  

 ِل  َواْشُكُرواْ 

Be thankful to Me 

Now enjoy that ne’mat and be thankful for it. Do not spend all your 

time in thinking of that ne’mat only. Hadhrat Moulana Ashraf Ali 

Thanwi  explains that he made bayaan on how a person should 

live then he will never be in want and need. Hadhrat said whenever 

you wish to buy something just think do I really need this, can’t I do 

without it? On that Hadhrat explained that a person who heard this 

bayaan was travelling by train, he came to Delhi station and wanted 

to buy some hot, hot chanaas. As he was about to buy the chanaas, 

he remembered Hadhrat’s bayaan and started thinking should I buy 

it or not, can I do without it? He took so long to think of it and was 

so engrossed in thinking of it that the train left the station. On the 

train was his wife in the ladies section and his goods also. At the 

next station, where he was supposed to get of, the ladies, who were 

with his wife, told her that you better join us, otherwise where will 

you go? She joined them. At the following station his friend was 

getting of, he thought that if I leave his goods on the train it will get 

stolen, so he took his goods with him. When leaving the station, the 

person in charge asked him if he had paid for the goods he was 

carrying, the extra amount, he told them what had transpired. They 

doubted him, and thought that he had stolen those goods and 

detained him. When this person finally made his way to the first 

station, where he was going to get off and it was his in-laws town as 

well, he hunted and hunted for his wife, until he finally found her 

with the ladies who were with her on the train. Then he went 
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searching for his goods which led him to his friend, being kept in 

custody. He explained everything to the authorities who finally set 

his friend free and released his goods. All this because he did not 

understand the bayaan sensibly, Moulana said, “he will blame me 

for all this inconvenience that I said you must think whether you can 

do without something or not.” So think of these ne’mats briefly 

then enjoy the food, etc. 

So anyway, think of the great ne’mats of Allah , similarly if one’s 
child or grandchild comes in one’s arms, or any other ne’mat, first 
think of the ne’mat and then enjoy the ne’mat and make shukar of 
Allah . Shukar is also a thing that we do very little, if at all! Allah 
, Himself says  

نْ  َوقَلِيل   ُكورُ  ِعبَاِديَ  مِّ  الشَّ

Very few of my servants are thankful. 

And then 

ا قَلِيل    تَْشُكُرْونَ  مَّ

It is very little that you make shukar 

Allah  says about Sulaymaan  and Dawood  

 ُشْكًرا َداُوودَ  آلَ  اْعَملُوا

The family of Dawood  made the Amal of shukar. 

Shukar is also an amal, like namaaz, roza, etc. 

In the zikr of Allah  is also included the reading of  

 اللِ  بََرَكةِ  َوََعَ  اللِ  ِمْسِب

During meals to read occasionally  

ْكرُ  َولََك  الْـَحْمدُ  لََك  امهلل  الشُّ
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or  

 ِِلِ  دُ مْ حَ ـلْ اَ 

and after meals  

ِي ِِلِ  ـَحْمدُ الْ  ْطَعَمَنا اَّلَّ
َ
 الُْمْسلِِميَ  ِمنَ  وََجَعلََنا َوَسَقانَا أ

All praise is due to Allah  Who has fed us and gave us to drink and made us 

from the Muslims. 

My ustaadh Hafiz Abdur Rahman Mia Saheb  should say that 

actually the main shukar we had to make was for being Muslims! 

But Nabi  knew we are so weak and inconsiderate, so he added 

this shukar with eating and drinking. That my ummat in any case 

will eat and drink and make shukar for those ne’mats, so Nabi  

added the shukar of Islam with the shukar of eating and drinking 

and in this way, this main shukar will also be made! But alas, we do 

not even make the shukar of meals. We mostly even forget to read 

‘Bismillah’ at the beginning of meals, to make shukar during meals, 

or the dua after meals. A good friend of mine Qari Yaqub Saheb of 

Masjid-e-Ghurair in Dubai, hosts Ulama at every meal, ranging from 

10 to 60 on a Friday, he personally cooks the food and is very 

straight forward as well. He says I see that these people do not read 

‘Bismillah’ at the beginning of meals, no shukar during meals, so I 

tell them if you don’t like my food read  

ِ  ةَ وَّ قُ  ََل وَ  َل وْ حَ  ََل  ِ  َلَّ ا  اللِ ب

But do read something! Another meaning of this dua, ulama have 

explained, is that the strength and power we got from these meals, 

we are going to use it in the obedience of Allah .  

The dua to be recited when the dastarkhan is being lifted up, and 

this is the correct procedure, that we should sit down first and then 
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the dastarkhan be brought, then the utensils and food. And the 

food, utensils and dastarkhan should first be taken away and then 

we should get up, unless somebody else is still going to eat, and at 

least one person, even a child, is sitting at the dastarkhan. Hadhrat 

Moulana Shah Abrarul Haq Saheb  should say at least bring the 

food after we have set and pick up the food stuffs before we get up. 

An explanation, to understand this comes to mind: in a court room, 

when the whole court is seated and in order, then the judge or 

magistrate walks in, and at the end of the hearing the 

judge/magistrate is the first to leave, for he is the important person 

there. So we are in need of the food, the food is not in need of us, 

the food is important, so we must first sit down and wait for the 

food, and at the end the food must first be picked up, then must we 

get up. What great adab our Deen has taught us. Also with regard 

to the adab of the dastarkhan, we should not walk on the 

dastarkhan or touch it with our feet. One time, in the khanqah of 

Hadhrat Moulana Yunus Patel Saheb , Hadhrat Wala had finished 

his meals, I went forward to let Hadhrat wash his hands, the 

dastarkhan and the carpet was green in colour and I was not aware 

of this adab, either. I stepped on the dastarkhan, Hadhrat Wala got 

a shock, like he got a heart attack, and exclaimed  

 ہے سکتا     بیٹھ نہیں   یر  پ     پر   جس

 ہے سکتے   رکھ   کیسے    پ یر پر    اس
On which the sheikh, even cannot sit, how can you place your foot on it?! 

On one occasion in Reunion, Hadhrat Wala dâmat barakatuhum 

was invited for meals by Moulana Rashid Buzurg Saheb dâmat 

barakatuhum. He had placed folded blankets to sit on. The blankets 

were slightly higher than the dastarkhan, when Hadhrat Wala 

dâmat barakatuhum came, he started lifting the blankets. I said 
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Hadhrat leave it now, you can explain the adab later to Moulana 

and he will observe it in future. Hadhrat Wala dâmat barakatuhum 

said let me do what I have to do. Then everyone started lifting the 

blankets, the Hadhrat daamat barkatuhum said how can we sit 

higher than the food?! Allaahu Akbar so much of adab in the lives of 

our Buzurgs! On one occasion in Malawi Hadhrat Wala dâmat 

barakatuhum was called for meals, when Hadhrat came in the 

room, he saw that there was one sheet and the plates, etc. were 

placed on it. The plates and the sitting all together on one sheet - 

no dastarkhan, which is sunnat. Hadhrat Wala daamat 

Barakatuhum told me correct it. Together with the house people, 

we put a dastarkhan on the sheet, and the plates, etc. on the 

dastarkhan (table cloth). When Hadhrat Wala dâmat barakatuhum 

now came, he said yes this is the correct sunnat method! 

Subhanallah so much observance of the sunnat! 

Anyway, so the dua when the dastarkhan is being lifted up, or at 

least the food, is:   

ً  ََحَْداً  ِِلِ  ـَحْمدُ الْ  ً  َطيِّبَاً  َكثرِيَا ٍع  َوََل  َمْكِِفٍّ  َغرْيَ  فِيهِ  ُمَباَرََك   َربََّنا َعْنهُ  ُمْسَتْغََنً  َوََل  ُمَودَّ

All praise is to Allah , great praises, pure, blessed in it. Never sufficient, we 

are not bidding it farewell, nor are we independent of it. 

Our honourable Sheikh daamat barakaatuhum says that now that 

the dastarkhan or food is being taken away, we declare our great 

praises to Allah  for this great ne’mat of food, and as it is going, 

we also declare, that though we are full (to the brim) now, but it is 

not sufficient for us, as in a few hours we will be in need again of it! 

When Allah  has declared:  

يَُّها يَا
َ
نُتمُ  انلَّاُس  أ

َ
 اللِ  إَِل  ءآالُْفَقرَ  أ
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O people (all of you, from Adam  till the day of Qiyamah, the Ambiyaa, 

Aulia, scientists, doctors-all of you) are continuous beggars of Me. 

This is jumla ismia which refers to continuity, so all the time, in all 

conditions, you are beggars in my court. Hadhrat dâmat 

barakatuhum says a professional beggar needs his begging cup 

only during his operation time - 9 to 5 for example, then he puts his 

cup on a shelf and counts his days taking. A story comes to mind; a 

person saw a man with a small bucket hanging in front of him from 

his neck with water in it and his hands in the water, finding it 

strange he asked him about it, he said you are asking me about this 

in this busy shopping place, time is required to explain it, he invited 

him to tea and then explained to him; he said I am a lawyer and 

descending from the stairway of my office, daily I saw a blind 

beggar on the street begging, pleading I’m hungry please give me 

money for 2 rotis ( 2 slices of bread), when somebody gave him 

money, he estimated the time that that person will be out of ear 

shot range, put that money away and then start begging again. 

One day I decided to follow him after he completed his begging, he 

went out of town to the jungle, there was a dilapidated hut, he 

entered it, and I peeped in to see what he was doing. He started 

counting his money, took out his safe and packed all the money in 

it, neatly according to all the denominations of the money, and put 

his safe back under the carpet. The next day, during the day, while 

he was begging, I went and took his safe away. At night, when he 

found his safe gone, he started cursing the person who took it, I 

called him and told him I took it, you come and live with me, your 

money is safely kept by me, I will feed you and look after you. He 

said I am prepared to live with you, but I cannot give up my 

profession of begging, I have inherited it from my fore fathers of 7 

generations. He said its OK. He carried on begging, the lawyer 
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asked him when you die what must I do with all this money of 

yours? Must I give it to a Masjid, Madrasah? He said the Masjid, 

Madrasah is not mine, why should I give my hard earned money. It 

is Allah’s so He must look after it. He asked should I give it to some 

widow, orphans? He said did I make them widows, orphans? He 

who made them widows, orphans, He must see to them. He asked 

then what should I do with your money? He said when I die bury it 

with me! It’s my hard earned money. And so it happened, he died 

and he buried his money with him. After some time I bought a 

property, after a few months I ran into financial difficulties, I 

remembered the money buried there. I dug the grave with the 

intention of borrowing the money from there and returning it later. 

As I touched the money I got an electrical shock and keeping my 

fingers in this water is the only way I get some relieve from that 

shock effect. 

So, any way, we are not those professional beggars, who only need 

their begging bowls while they are begging, we are all perpetual 

beggars of Allah . In the middle of the night, if the rooster crows 

or a door bangs, it was actually Allah  waking you up, that I am 

thinking of you, I want to give you what you want and need and you 

sleeping. Wake up and ask me, Hadhrat says wake up, make 

wudhu, namaaz and ask. If you lazy for that, sit up and make dua. 

You have your begging cup with you, sit, put your two hands 

together and there you have your begging cup and after dua wipe 

your hands over your face, by this you are saying  

 َطلَْبَنا َما وََجْدنَا
We have received what we are asked for 

Allah  Who is Kariem, and the meaning of Kariem is:  

ِ اَ  ِ  ْى طِ عْ يُ  ىْ َّلَّ  اقِ قَ حْ تِ سْ اَْلِ  نِ وْ دُ ب
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He who gives without us being worthy of His bounties 

ِىْ   ِمنَّةٍ  وَ  ُسَؤالٍ  بُِدْونِ  ُيْعِطْى  اََّلَّ

He Who gives without asking and begging 

He gave us our existence, eyes, brains, etc. without asking.  

ِىْ   بِهِ  َنَتَمَّن  َما فَْوَق  ُيْعِطْى  اََّلَّ

He Who give more than we expect 

ِىْ   ِعْنَدهُ  َما َيْنَفدَ  اَنْ  َخْوِف  بُِدْونِ  ُيْعِطْى  اََّلَّ
He Who gives without fear that His supplies will get exhausted. 

So, when we say, we got what we asked for, He will definitely grant 

it! And if we are too lazy to even sit up in bed, just lying down make 

dua or zikr, etc. He is remembering you, do respond to Him. So 

Allah  has given us our cup to beg at any and all times!  

Office hours in the world are normally from 9 to 4 or so, but Allah 

‘s, so to say, office hours are 24 hours, 7 days a week, the whole 

year, no public holidays, no Friday/Sunday/week end off! In fact the 

best hours are 2/3 in the morning. The whole world can ‘phone in’ - 

make dua - to Allah  at one and the same time (and to make a 

phone call, to make the connection, you don’t need a phone, a 

contract, air time, a charged battery, reception, all you have to do is 

make wudhu, 2 rakaats of namaaz and lift your hands in dua, if you 

are too lazy or weak to make wudhu and namaz, just lift your 

hands, if you are too lazy for that also just make dua in your heart! 

Allah  will hear everyone’s dua (and it should not be difficult for 

us to understand this, that how can Allah  hear everyone at the 

same time, or how can Nabi  hear everyone’s salaam at the same 

time and reply to millions of salaams at one and the same time! 
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With the antennas of the cell phones, in our times, how many calls 

are not hitting at the antenna at any given time, and what to say at 

peak times; then they are directed to the dialled number. So, when 

man can achieve something like this; what is it difficult for the 

Creator to answer everyone’s dua, at one and the same time? Or to 

have his Nabi , hear and answer to everyone’s salaam and to 

reply to it, at one and the same time? When you ‘phone in’ to Allah 

 you will never find the phone engaged, or a pre-recorded 

message or that you have to keep on pressing buttons for this or 

that service, just to find that you have been cut off! Allah  hears 

everyone at one and the same time! Allah  has not kept a 

secretary who will tell you that the boss is in a meeting, or that he is 

out, or takes a message with the promise that they will return the 

call, which never comes. You won’t have to press 1 for English and 2 

for some other language! Even if you are dumb you will be heard by 

Allah  from your heart. Even if you are deaf, you will hear Allah  

in your heart! 

Another beautiful dua is  

ِي ِِلِ  الْـَحْمدُ  ْطَعَمِن  اَّلَّ
َ
َعامَ  َهَذا أ   ةٍ قُوَّ  َوََل  ِمنِّ  َحْولٍ  َغرْيِ  ِمنْ  َوَرَزقَنِيهِ  الطَّ

All praise is due to Allah  Who has fed me, without any effort of mine, nor 

any of my strength 

By reciting this dua, one’s past sins (minor) are forgiven. Allaahu 

Akbar what a splendid Deen we have been blessed with. Eat, enjoy 

and have your sins forgiven. Where can we ever find a Deen like 

this. Even without getting up for tahajjud and crying and making 

dua, eating and enjoying - with reading the simple dua - have your 

sins forgiven! A similar dua is narrated when wearing clothes:  
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ِيا ِِلِ  ـَحْمدُ الْ  ةٍ  َوََل  ِمنِّ  َحْولٍ  َغرْيِ  ِمنْ  َوَرَزقَنِيهِ  َهَذا َكَساِن  َّلَّ  قُوَّ

All praise is due to Allah  Who has given this (garment) to me without any 

effort from my side 

On reading this dua when wearing clothes one’s past and future 

sins (minor) are forgiven! But, alas we forget to read the dua! 

Another beautiful dua is:  

ِ  ِِلِ  دُ مْ حَ ـلْ اَ    يْ اَّلَّ
َ
 اجً رَ خْ ـمَ  َلُ  َل عَ جَ  وَ  هُ غَ وَّ سَ وَ  ىقسَ  وَ  مَ عَ ْط أ

All praise is due to Allah  Who fed us, gave us (water) to drink, digested it 

for us and made a way for it (to exit) 

This dua is particularly beneficial for constipation. 

Another beautiful dua is:  

ِي ِِلِ  ـَحْمدُ الْ  ْشَبَعَنا ُهوَ  اَّلَّ
َ
ْرَوانَا أ

َ
ْنَعمَ  وَأ

َ
ْفَضَل  َعلَْيَنا وَأ

َ
 وَأ

All praise is due to Allah  Who filled our stomachs, Who quenched our 

thirst, Who showered us with blessings and gave us even more (which we 

were not deserving of 

Yet another beautiful dua is recorded:  

ِي ِِلِ  َحْمدُ ـالْ   َمْكُفورٍ  َوََل  َمْكِِفٍّ  َغرْيَ  َكَفانَااََوانَا و  اَّلَّ
All praise is due to Allah  Who has given us shelter and seen to all our 

needs, such praise and thanks are due to Allah  which we cannot do 

sufficiently and which we are not unthankful for 

May Allah  bless us to read these duas, with understanding, 

consciously and with conviction. Just our eating and enjoying our 

meals will become a means to gain the ma’rifat (recognition) of 

Allah , and become His walis and favourites. Aameen. 
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By Allah ‘s taufeeq alone, and may Allah  grant us sincerity at 

all times and safeguard our actions and not destroy our actions due 

to our folly. May Allah  make this little information for others to 

learn as well. But this should not become a necessary or 

compulsory dua and action, for then it will become a bid’at. It is 

only a guide line. After meals, only by the fadhl of Allah , I give 

these duas to my wife, after the sunnat dua after meals: May Allah 

 reward you, may He be pleased with you, may He accept from 

you. May He keep you healthy, happy, protected in Deen, dunya 

and Aakhirat for ever, wherever, however and all you love to see 

happy! May He grant you, me and us all husn-e-khaatamah, on 

Imaan-e-kaamil, on kalema-e-shaadat with maqbool toubatan 

nasuhah just before mout, with aafiyat, salaamati and aman and all 

who got a share in this food, who have ihsaan on us and who have 

got haq on us. Aameen. 
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Duas for the Host after Meals 

Our Sheikh db says do not eat for free, after eating now we must 

pay for the meals, in fact, in comes in a Hadith that when Nabi , 

together with some Sahâbah  had meals by one Sahabi  Nabi  

said pay now for the meals, they asked what is the pay? Nabi  

said give him duas. The pay is duas, and these duas are more 

valuable than all the treasures and money of the world! These are 

the duas of Nabi . 3 wonderful duas of Nabi , 

ْفَطرَ      .1
َ
ائُِمونَ  ِعْنَدُكمُ  أ َكَل  الصَّ

َ
بَْرارُ  َطَعاَمُكمُ  وَأ

َ
الَْمََلئَِكةُ  َعلَْيُكمُ  َوَصلَّْت  اأْل  

May the fasting person make iftaari by you, I.e. Allah  will send 

the fasting person to make iftaari at your place, iftaari is mentioned 

here, not supper, iftaari, opening the Roza, is done with a gulp of 

water, so we will give, even just give a sip of water, and in return we 

will get that whole day’s roza’s thawaab without keeping the roza; 

just because we gave a sip of water-the iftaari! WHAT A BARGAIN!! 

Secondly: May Allah  send the Abraar to eat at your place. The 

Abraar are the exceptionally pious.  

ِْينَ  رَّ  يُْؤُذْونَ  ََل  اََّلَّ َّ  يَْرَضْونَ  َوََل  اَّلَّ  الّشَّ
Those who do not even harm an ant and cannot tolerate evil’ 

Such pious, the exceptionally pious Allah  will send to have meals 

at your place. The wisdom behind this, is that the effect of food 

remains in the body for 40 days, so for forty days all who are eating 

now and when the Abraar will come and they will eat, then for 40 

days all their ibaadat’s thawaab will be deposited in your account as 

well, as you gave them the ‘petrol to make that ibadat! They keep 

roza, you eat, and roza’s thawaab in your account, they make 
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tahajjud, you eat, and roza’s thawaab in your account. WHAT A 

BARGAIN! Invest one meal and take top rentals, the ibadat’s of the 

Abraar, for 40 days, with no deductions, in fact with additions. 

Thirdly: Nabi  says that the Malaaikah are making dua for you, 

and for all who have a share in this food. If we get the dua of our 

parents, Ustadh, sheikh we become so happy, and rightly so, so 

what to say of the duas of the Masoom Malaaikah! And Malaaikah 

has been mentioned in the plural, only Allah  knows how many 

Malaaikah.  

اِنْ قَ سَ  نْ مَ  قِ اسْ وَ  َِنْ مَ عَ ْط اَ  نْ مَ  مْ عِ ْط اَ  مهللاَ    .2  

O Allah feed him who has fed me and give him to drink who has given me to 

drink 

Mashallah what a wonderful meal, so delicious and presented in 

such a wonderful way with so much love; in return the dua of Nabi 

Sallallahu Alaihi Wa Salam is that may Allah feed you (and all those 

who have a share in this food). Allahu Akbar, who can compare with 

the dawat of Allahu ? Allah  will feed everywhere, all the time! 

And our Sheikh dâmat barakaatuhum says the best drink in the 

world is ZamZam. This dua translates practically into that may 

Allah  take you and your family and all those who have a share in 

this food for Haj and drink Zam Zam from the source! 

ارَْحـْمُهمْ  وَ  َواْغِفْرلَـُهمْ  َرَزْقَتُهمْ  فِْيَما لَـُهمْ  بَارِكْ  اَلّٰلُهمَّ    .3  

O Allah give them barkat in their rozi, forgive them and have mercy 

on them. Everyone loves barkat in their rozi, everyone you see asks 

for dua of barkat, here it is granted! We all make mistakes, the dua 

for forgiveness is also given. And O Allah have mercy on them, 

what is mercy? Hadrat Moulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi  made such a 
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wonderful tashrieh: Toufieq-e-Taa’at, to be obedient to Allah , so 

now when Allah  is happy, Faraaghi-e- maie’shat, abundance in 

prosperity! So both things of Dunya are done; Dunia and Dien; then 

Bilaa hisab maghferat, Limitless forgiveness and finally Dukhule 

Jannat, entry into Jannat. And beautifully rhymed as well! Toufieq-

e-Taa’at, Faraaghi-e-Ma’ieshat, Bilal hisaab maghferat and Dukhule 

Jannat! Subhanallh!! Allaamaa Aalusi  in Ruhul Ma’aani makes the 

tafsier of rahmat as:  

 العقاب فانيَل استحقاقنا مع اآلآلء بفنون علينا فضلتَ 
i.e. O Allah  bless us with all types of favours; inspite of us being liable of 

all types of punishments 

All this just for feeding the guest! But sadly, because we are not 

conscious of our Deen, we do not realise its value and nor do we 

give these duas to the host. We eat and do not pay! 

In the Musalsalaat of Hadhrat Shah Waliuallah , which kitaab all 

our elders, Ulama and Buzurgs, give recognition to and teach it, I 

had the great good fortune of being in the dars of it twice by 

Hadhrat Sheikul Hadith, Hadhrat Moulana Muhammad Zakaria 

Saheb , from Qari Muhamad Tayyab Saheb , My Ustadh of Abu 

Dawood Sharief, Hadhrat Moulana Abdul Ahad Saheb ; in fact, 

Shah Waliuallah  himself, is a renowned Muhaddith. In this kitaab 

is the virtues of hosting a mumin; alal aswadain, al maa wat tamar. 

To host a believer (by mumin here is meant a mumin-e-kaamil, i.e. 

a wali of Allah ; the reward of hosting one such person is the 

reward of as though one has fed Adam ! Allahuakbar! Just 

imagine if Adam  has to come into the world today, the whole 

world, Muslim and non-Muslim, will want to host him, that our 

great, great grandfather has come. Feeding 2 such people it is as 
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though one has fed Adam  and Hawa , just think if Adam  

and Hawa  has to come in the world; Dada Jan and Dadi Jaan, all 

will give their lives to host them; so that we can get that thawaab. 

By feeding 3 such people one gets the reward of feeding Jibraeel 

, Michaeel  and Israfeel . By feeding four such people one 

gets the reward as though one read the Zaboor of Dawood , the 

Tourat of Moosa , the Injeel of Essa  and the Quraan Sharif of 

Nabi . By feeding five such people one gets the reward of all 

those who have performed five times Namaaz with Jamaat. By 

feeding six such people one gets the reward of freeing 60 slaves 

from the posterity of Nabi , Arab slaves, from the progeny of 

Ismaeel . By feeding seven such people the seven doors of 

jahannam are closed for one. By feeding eight such people the 

eight doors of Jannat are opened for one. (This reward is also for 

that person who takes seven steps outside his house to see his 

guests off , the seven doors of jahannam are closed for him, and 

who takes eight steps the eight doors of Jannat are opened for him! 

By feeding nine such people as many people as have sinned so 

many rewards will be written for him, sins are always more than 

virtues. By feeding 10 such people one will get the reward of all 

those people who have made Tawaaf of Ka’bah Sharief from the 

first day Allah  created the earth till the day of Qiyaamah? 

Alhamdulillah so many Ulama, Huffaaz and pious people have 

eaten now, what great rewards for the host!  

May Allah  accept. Aameen. 
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